Le B li zzard

LOCATION:

VAL D'ISÈRE
In our opinion, Le Blizzard is one of the
most gorgeously decorated hotels in
the Alps. Comfortable and elegant,
with individual pieces that the owners
have curated over the years, it’s full of
charm and character. Typically Savoyard in style, the whole atmosphere
here is one of conviviality and relaxed
warmth, with friendly staff always on
hand to help with anything. Delicious
local cuisine and very comfortable
rooms make this one of the best
places to stay in Val d’Isere. Combine
this with its central location - close to
the lifts and everything the village has
to offer - you’re guaranteed a fabulous
few days away.

“Cha let s t yle
luxury in t he heart
of t he villa ge”

ABOUT COURCHEVEL :
Courchevel has terrain to suit everyone, from a morning blast, to an entire day never
skiing the same piste. It’s a skiing paradise of 150km of immaculately groomed wide
open bowls, long cruisy blues and reds, some challenging blacks, and lower down, lots
of beautiful tracks through snow covered trees. With its north facing slopes, it often
has some of the best snow in the entire Three Valleys, and thanks to its extensive high
speed lift network, is virtually queue free.

FOR INFORMATION & BOOKING
CONTACT OUR SALES TEAM AT
hello@fishandpips.com or on
+44 (0)1306 264005

ABOUT VAL D'ISÈRE:
At the top end of the Tarantaise Valley at a height of 1850m, Val d’Isère has some of
the best snow cover in the Alps. Seasoned skiers return here year after year, and for
good reason. Linked to Tignes to create a ski area of 300km of pistes, there are runs
for every type and level of skier. Lifts are fast and queues are rare, with the highest
reaching 3.456m on La Grande Motte glacier. La Face has legendary status since its
inception during the 1992 Albertville Winter Olympics and is a challenge most can’t
resist. The Val d’Isère dining scene continues to grow, and you’d need much more than
a week to get through the choice of high-end restaurants both on and off the
mountain. And of course, the resort is still famous for its nightlife.

LE BLIZZARD
THE DETAIL
• 5* SAVOYARD CHARM
• JUST MOMENTS FROM THE
BELLEVARDE OLYMPIC RUN
• TWO RESTAURANTS SERVING
LOCAL SPECIALITIES
• SURROUNDED BY SOME OF THE
RESORT’S BEST BARS,
RESTAURANTS AND SHOPS
• OUTDOOR HEATED POOL AND
SPA

